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AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY 

Fletcher McHale is a writer from Central Louisiana. Her first novel, Save Us a Seat, 

released September, 2013. Fletcher earned a history degree and currently lives on 

her century-old family farm in central Louisiana. She enjoys family, wri+ng, football, 

baseball, and raising a variety of animals. 

BOOK SUMMARY 

In the small town of Bon Dieu Falls, Louisiana, Carrigan Whi/ield leads a 

life many would love to have. As the young wife of the much sought 

a0er and wealthy Jack Whi/ield, Carrigan's days revolve around having 

fun with her best friends, Ella Rae and Laine, playing sandlot so0ball 

and juggling an affair...or two. But on an idyllic summer day, a shocking 

and unexpected discovery turns her 'perfect' life into a tumultuous 

storm and transforms a girl into a woman. 

Save Us a Seat is the endearing testament of a brutally honest, no holds 

barred and fiercely loyal friendship between three women.  Ride the 

rollercoaster of emotions as the friends navigate the sometimes 

hilarious, often touching and always loyal road of friendship and the 

joys and trials it brings. 
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“The author truly captures the essence of a small 

southern town including all 

the quirks and the huge 

hearts.” 

SMALL TOWNS... 

BIG SPIRITS! 

“In a world where Pretty Little Liars and Gossip Girl reign supreme and define what 

female relationships are supposed to look and act like, it was refreshing to read a story 

that is the true definition of the phrase ‘best friend forever.’” 

For more informa�on or to book Fletcher McHale for a personal appearance, please contact 

770-313-4881 or fletchermchale@gmail.com.  
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